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Dutch donors 
join global effort 
on plasma 
treatment

May 21, 2020

Medical researchers in the 
Netherlands have signed up 1,500 
people who have recovered from 
the new coronavirus to donate 
blood as part of an international 
push to develop a treatment for the 
virus from their plasma.

1. This line of people giving blood in the Netherlands                                                                 
                                                                                                                                                          

2-1. They and                                                                                                                                 
2-2.  that is part of a global drive                                                                                                  

3. Dutch firm Sanquin                                                                                                                    

4. They are part                                                                                                                              

Sanquin's Merlijn van Hasselt.
"So the founding fathers of this alliance came together to make sure that there is enough 
speed in developing some kind of plasma therapy against corona, so the whole goal is: pull 
the resources, put the brightest minds together to make sure that at the earliest possibility 
this therapy becomes available.”

5. Survivors of the disease are generally left with blood                                                               
                                                                                                                                                          

6. The blood which carries the antibodies                                                                                    
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"If the clinical trials are well and the therapy is approved and hopefully in the brightest of 
scenarios, this might be one of the earliest treatment possibilities for patients.”

7. Doctors already use plasma from survivors                                                                             
                                                                                                                                                          

8. But plasma supplies are limited                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                                          

[Vocabulary]
◻sign up: to agree to do something, or to join a program or organization
・It’s a voluntary course – students only sign up if they want to.

・She’s decided to sign up for music school.

◻drive: a big effort to achieve something, especially by a company or government; the 
energy and determination that makes you try hard to achieve something
・The company is launching a major recruitment drive.

・global drive

◻treatment: the process of providing medical care；a particular method or type of 

medical care
・They have developed a revolutionary new treatment for heroin addiction.

・These drugs are for the treatment of tropical diseases.

◻blood plasma: plasma that separates from blood in coagulation; the pale yellow fluid 
portion of the blood 。
・Austrian officials telephoned Vienna and within two hours cartons of blood plasma and 

other supplies were en route for the frontier.
◻founding father: a person who founds or establishes some institution 
・With a founding father and a founding mother of the movement in the town they were 

enjoying a wave of popular interest.
◻plasma therapy: an experimental treatment that some doctors are using for people with 
severe coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19).  No drug has been proved to be safe and 
effective for treating COVID-19. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) hasn't 
approved any drugs specifically to treat people with COVID-19.  But, people who've 
recovered from COVID-19 have antibodies — proteins the body uses to fight off infections 
— to the disease in their blood. The blood from people who've recovered is called 
convalescent plasma. Plasma is the liquid portion of the blood.
◻resource: something that you can use to help you to achieve something, especially in 
your work or study 
・The Internet has become a valuable resource in schools.

・Museums are important resources for teaching history.
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◻survivor: someone or something that still exists after an event that could have killed or 
destroyed them
・There were only two survivors of the airplane crash.

・a breast cancer survivor

◻antibody: a substance that your body produces in your blood to fight illnesses and 
infections. Antibodies are an important part of the immune system that protects your body 
against disease. 
・The blood bears antibodies to the virus.

◻protein: a substance in foods such as meat, eggs, and milk that people need in order to 
grow and be healthy　
・Fish was a major source of protein for the working man.

・Proteins are fundamental to all living things. 

◻immune system: a system that protects the body from foreign substances and pathogenic 
organisms by producing the immune response 
◻fight off: to push back or defend against someone or something that is advancing 
・This new drug is supposed to fight off infection. 

・If you feel like you're getting a cold, these vitamin C tablets should help you to fight it off.

・She got leukemia two years ago. She's fighting it off. 

◻clinical: involving working with people who are sick, rather than in a laboratory: 
involving or relating to the direct medical treatment or testing of patients
・The first clinical trials were expected to begin next year.

・Undergraduate training is divided between study and clinical practice.

◻clinical trial: a rigorously controlled test of a new drug or a new invasive medical device 
on human subjects; in the United States it is conducted under the direction of the FDA 
before being made available for general clinical use 

[参照辞書: Merriam-Webster, Oxford English Dictionary, America Heritage of the 

English language, Collins English Dictionary, Macmillan Dictionary, the Free 
Dictionary, Wikipedia]
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